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A R T I C L E I N F O A B S T R A C T

Motivation: Microbial metagenomic profiling software and databases are advancing rapidly for 
development of novel disease biomarkers and therapeutics yet three problems impede analyses: 1) 
the conflation of “genome assembly” and “strain” in reference databases; 2) difficulty connecting 
DNA biomarkers to a procurable strain for laboratory experimentation; and 3) absence of 
a comprehensive and unified strain-resolved reference database for integrating both shotgun 
metagenomics and 16S rRNA gene data.

Results: We demarcated 681,087 strains, the largest collection of its kind, by filtering public data 
into a knowledge graph of vertices representing contiguous DNA sequences, genome assemblies, 
strain monikers and bio-resource center (BRC) catalog numbers then adding inter-vertex edges 
only for synonyms or direct derivatives. Surprisingly, for 10,043 important strains, we found 
replicate RefSeq genome assemblies obstructing interpretation of database searches. We organized 
each strain into eight taxonomic ranks with bootstrap confidence inversely correlated with 
genome assembly contamination. The StrainSelect database is suited for applications where a 
taxonomic, functional or procurement reference is needed for shotgun or amplicon metagenomics 
since 636,568 strains have at least one 16S rRNA gene, 245,005 have at least one annotated 
genome assembly, and 36,671 are procurable from at least one BRC. The database overcomes all 
three aforementioned problems since it disambiguates strains from assemblies, locates strains at 
BRCs, and unifies a taxonomic reference for both 16S rRNA and shotgun metagenomics.

Availability: The StrainSelect database is available in igraph and tabular vertex-edge formats 
compatible with Neo4J. Dereplicated MinHash and fasta databases are distributed for sourmash 
and usearch pipelines at http://strainselect .secondgenome .com.
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1. Statement of significance

Problem: Although clinical microbiome data is being evaluated for both precision biomedical decision support and therapeutic 
discovery, three problems impede translation of data into beneficial products and services: 1) the conflation of “genome assembly” 
and “strain” in reference databases; 2) difficulty mapping microbiome DNA biomarkers to an extant strain for purchase and 
experimentation; and 3) absence of a unified comprehensive strain-resolved reference database for integrating both shotgun data 
and 16S rRNA gene data.

What is Already Known: Reference databases, such as RefSeq, are currently available for organizing microbiome data at the 
strain-level resolution. Unfortunately, novices are unaware these databases contain multiple genome records generated from a single 
strain but deposited as separate strains. For instance, sequence data labeled as Mesorhizobium loti HAMBI 1129, M. loti DSM 2626, M. 
jarvisii ATCC 700743, and M. jarvisii ATCC 33669 are all from the same source strain isolate. As another example, four different RefSeq 
genome assemblies, GCF_001571425, GCF_001652705, GCF_001678855, and GCF_003628755, are all derived from the same source 
strain isolate. Most reference databases improperly assume that each name bestowed to an organism and each genome assembly 
equates to a unique strain.

What This Paper Adds: We describe a method to identify 681,087 unique strains that are represented by over 8 million 
synonymous monikers in public records. We constructed a database that overcomes all three aforementioned problems since it 
disambiguates strains from assemblies, maps which strains are available for procurement and experimentation from a culture 
collection, even if those strains are named differently in the respective catalogs, and allows integration of both shotgun and 16S 
rRNA gene data against a single organized taxonomy which is a key utility for comprehensive meta-analyses and robust biomarker 
applications.

2. Introduction

Both shotgun metagenomics and 16S rRNA gene amplicon marker gene publications exhibit year-over-year growth (Fig. 1) due 
to broad applications in clinical, agricultural, and environmental data sciences. Depending on the experimental design, molecular 
microbiologists process the raw data to determine, as examples, which genera are significantly elevated in the colons of one group 
of patients relative to another [16], which combination of bacterial species predicts a beneficial response to a pharmaceutical agent 
[32], or which novel chromosomes from yet-to-be-cultured bacteria can be reconstructed from 0.1 to 8.0 kilo-base sequencing reads 
in silico into metagenomic assembled genomes (MAGs) [1,39,52] to discover novel CRISPR-Cas systems [6]. But other investigators 
will go beyond descriptive analytics and will conduct follow-up experiments to establish causation linking certain strains or their 
products to a particular outcome in an animal model of disease [49,53] or an agricultural field trial [35]. To accomplish this, 
microbiome data would need to be interpreted with methods to reveal the individual strains associated with the outcome of 
interest. Then in an efficient manner those strains would need to be grown in the lab and tested against controls in experiments 
structured to prove/disprove the causal hypothesis. A data engineer tasked to determine the set of strains within a metagenomics 
data set that significantly associate with an experimental variable and then to map those strains against worldwide bio-resource 
centers (BRCs) from which individual strains can be purchased, will need to first settle on a definition of a “strain” that fits 
this endeavor. Then, the engineer must overcome three challenges which motivated this work: 1) ambiguity between a “genome 
assembly” and a “strain” in reference databases; 2) difficulty connecting observations in the metagenomic analysis to a procurable 
strain for laboratory experimentation; and, if confirmation of findings among different library techniques was desired as in Tessler 
et al. [54], 3) integration of both shotgun and 16S rRNA data against a single reference.

An investigator will need to be clear about their operational definition of “strain” for the investigation and they may favor the 
MAG definition, where each unique MAG is one strain, or the isolate-and-propagate definition where an isolate and its descendants 
are one strain. If the investigator adopts the definition that any chromosomal variant among any MAG from any biospecimen is a 
distinct strain, then a reference database is not required nor is a BRC connection valued. Instead, a multitude of isolates would need 
to be directly cultured from the biospecimens, each sequenced and assembled until the desired MAGs were matched exactly before 
proceeding to the causative experiments. On the other hand, to accelerate procurement of a live strain for a causative experiment, we 
suggest the second more traditional and tractable strain definition. In this definition, a single strain encapsulates all the descendants 
of a single colony isolation in pure (axenic) culture and is disseminated among microbiologists by a succession of cultures [4,19]. It 
is appreciated that the initial process of isolation from a living community is itself a selection event which captures one point-in-time 
of a mutable genome [13]. Nonetheless, these isolated and propagated strains are important tools for experimental microbiology and 
provide necessary points of reference for scientific communication and intellectual property delineations.

Heterogeneity exists among the methods of naming and bio-banking the descendants of a single isolate among microbiologists and 
this has led to downstream confusion for the bioinformatician. Oftentimes microbiologists, after isolating and naming a single strain 
from clinical or environmental material, will send replicate sub-cultures to multiple BRCs, such as ATCC (http://www .atcc .org), 
DSMZ (http://www .dsmz .de) and JCM (http://jcm .brc .riken .jp) or dozens of other worldwide centers. These BRCs then assign 
their own catalog numbers. DNA sequencing institutes throughout the international scientific community procure strains from 
various BRCs, extract and sequence the DNA then upload single genes or whole genome assemblies to public databases, such as 
GenBank [2], who assigns an identifier for each assembly received. Because this is a decentralized international activity, there has 
been persistent uncertainty about what data belongs to each strain [3,21]. A prime example of the need for unification can be 
seen in a strain isolated from a healthy Japanese male in 2011 [37]. The research team bestowed novel genus and species level 
2

nomenclature for the isolate which they publicized as Christensenella minuta YIT 12065. Two independent BRCs (DSM and JCM) 
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Fig. 1. Quantity of Pubmed indexed publications found with search terms 16S or metagenom* (where * represents a wildcard) have increased throughout the last 
two decades. Publications leveraging metagenomics are less frequent than those leveraging 16S rRNA gene amplicons. A reference database that enables integration 
of both technologies is ideal.

also propagated sub-cultures of this strain with their own unique catalog numbers, DSM 22607 and JCM 16072. The University 
of California at Davis, Beijing Genome Institute, Washington University, and South China University of Technology each procured 
the strain from one of the BRCs then separately sequenced the extracted DNA and submitted their optimal assembly to public 
databases which are now downloadable from RefSeq under four different assembly identifiers: GCF_001571425, GCF_001652705, 
GCF_001678855, and GCF_003628755. Novice users of these public databases could easily misinterpret these four assembles as four 
different genomes from four different strains. In contrast, we see these as technical replicates. In building the StrainSelect database, 
we sought to overcome confusion by tracing through the synonymous identifiers for sub-cultures and genomic data records and 
assign a consistently formatted identifier for the strain, which in this example is “StrainSelectID:t__520”, and connect all the genomic 
records together.

Now if the investigator decides to match metagenomic data to strains according to the isolate-and-propagate aforementioned 
definition, the bioinformatician will need to build or acquire a reference database with three properties to overcome three challenges.

First, the database will appropriately label each gene and genome assembly by the strain of origin carefully avoiding conflation of 
genome assemblies as strains. Unfortunately, NCBI, a central foundational database, has announced cessation in efforts to organize 
data in this fashion [20]. What is needed in a reference database is reliable linkage of clandestine technical replicates, those genome 
assemblies from the same strain published from two or more institutes using dissimilar monikers. A recent study on of the deleterious 
effects of duplicate sequence records in bioinformatics reference databases demonstrated inefficiency, obviously in computational 
search load, and less obvious but more severe, in the manual or scripted assessment of the results of a search [8]. As a simple example 
of the problem, consider a single query DNA sequence matching the set of database subjects Mesorhizobium loti HAMBI 1129, M. loti

DSM 2626, M. jarvisii ATCC 700743, as well as M. jarvisii ATCC 33669, with zero matches outside this set. The inexperienced 
bioinformatician would likely interpret these match results as a non-strain-specific “hit” since the names share only the genus. But 
since these are all synonyms for the same strain it would be accurate to conclude that the hit was in fact strain-specific. Second, 
the database will need a schema to relate each genomic record to zero or one extant procurable strain cultures distributed by one or 
more BRCs. In other words, users should know if a genomic record is not only linked to a strain but if that strain is available in a 
BRC. Third, since microbiome meta-analysis provides opportunity to find concordant observations among cohorts often profiled with 
differing lab technologies [51], a single reference database should enable integration of metagenomic shotgun and the more popular 
16S rRNA gene amplicon data (Fig. 1) into a single taxonomic ontology. StrainSelect was built to overcome all three challenges and is 
available as a reference database (http://strainselect .secondgenome .com) describing 681,087 strains for use in standalone pipelines. 
The R code to reproducibly generate all tables, figures and text for this manuscript is provided, as well.

2.1. Other notable resources

Over the last decade, several data curators have attempted to solve these problems however each effort has either been abandoned 
or lacks key features to support current data analysis needs. StrainInfo [55], the early inspiration for StrainSelect, endeavored to 
build a database that would include both genome assemblies and 16S rRNA genes apart from assemblies, but is no longer maintained. 
BacDive [48] organizes genome assemblies, 16S rRNA genes and functional attributes via an informative interactive web tool. It 
contains a small number of the known strains (89,545 strains) and does not provide a downloadable database for high-throughput 
data pipelines. GOLD [38] appeared more comprehensive representing 395,286 bacterial and archaeal “organisms” but in some 
cases one strain has multiple organism identifiers as exemplified in Sup. Fig. 1 so the actual strain count is likely less. The Genome 
Taxonomy Database (GTDB) [43] contains 258,406 genome assemblies taxonomically organized from domain to species but does not 
attempt to categorize the assemblies by strain and only includes 16S rRNA genes if they are embedded into genome assemblies of 
3

pure cultures or connected to a MAG. GTDB has fully disclosed its methods for placing assemblies into species and distributes useful 
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Table 1

Vertex types in the graph schema.

Vertex type Description Examples

contig Contiguous DNA sequence JF079054, NZ_FJOC01000002, NC_013353

g16 16S rRNA gene g16_4602054

wgs_master_pre NCBI WGS master record prefix wgs_AADD, wgs_FJOC, wgs_CAADNE

gb_assembly Genbank genome assembly GCA_000155415

rs_assembly RefSeq genome assembly GCF_000001635

kegg_genome KEGG genome gn_ebw, gn_ecok

patric_genome Patric genome pat_1131286.3, pat_1123738.3

biocyc_pgdb BioCyc PGDB bc_LLAC1295826, bc_GCF_000001635

si_culture_id Culture recorded by StrainInfo ci_119674

si_grouping_id Group of replicate cultures recorded by StrainInfo gr_2, gr_171641

brc_cat_id Bioresource center catalog identifier ATCC 700598, DSM 2281, CCUG 38580

gold_org GOLD organism Go0516098, Go0000004

gss genus species strain string escherichia.coli.k.12.dh10b

files and software for species-level classification. StrainSelect expands on the esteemed work from StrainInfo, BacDive, GOLD, and 
GTDB by including more than double the number of strains than previous resources, resolving synonymous organism names for the 
same strain, and building a unified taxonomy for use with both shotgun or amplicon techniques.

3. Approach

Various known monikers of the isolated and published strains as well as the identifiers for the public genomic records attached 
to each were collected from relevant sources. Genomic records gathered were either full genome assemblies or 16S rRNA gene 
assemblies covering eight of the nine hyper-variable regions and both types were filtered by standardized procedures. All monikers 
and sequence identifiers were placed as vertices (nodes) of a network knowledge graph and inter-vertex edges (connections) were 
created to represent direct material derivatives. The graph was decomposed into components, where one component is a connected 
sub-graph of vertices that is disjointed from any other sub-graph. Each component defined exactly one archaeal or bacterial strain 
and each strain was assigned a StrainSelectID identifier.

Where possible, taxonomic nomenclature for seven levels from domain to species was adapted from GTDB with the additional 
and relevant constraint that one strain can belong to only one species. For strains with 16S rRNA genes available but without a 
genome assembly, taxonomic placement was estimated by k-mer similarity. Where formal taxonomic names were not yet coined for 
demarcated genera-level and species-level groups, provisional identifiers were assigned. The stability of both formally-named and 
provisionally-named species-level groupings was measured by bootstrapping prompting a subset of provisionally-named species to 
be merged into formally-named siblings.

Because all data was organized by species and by strain, intrastrain versus intraspecies genomic similarity was contrasted. We 
present a new estimate of variation among related but distinct strains as well as an estimate of technical variation of genome 
assemblies from the same strain sequenced and assembled at different institutes.

4. Methods and results

4.1. Software

R, https://www .R -project .org, [47] was used for the majority of the graph construction pipeline with Python, http://www .python .
org, used to download and filter NCBI data. The R libraries, data.table, https://CRAN .R -project .org /package =data .table [14] and 
kableExtra, https://CRAN .R -project .org /package =kableExtra [62] were used for tabular operations and ggplot2 [60], ggnetwork, 
https://CRAN .R -project .org /package =ggnetwork, [5], and ggbreak [61] for data visualizations. Additional software packages for 
specific steps are cited in subsequent sections.

4.2. Input data

Monikers (i.e. published names, abbreviated names, machine readable identifiers and synonyms) for strains and their associated 
genomic data were collected from PATRIC [56] on 2021-11-23, GOLD [38] on 2021-11-23, GTDB [42] on 2021-12-26, BioCyc 
[30] on 2021-08-05, KEGG [29] on 2021-10-31, RefSeq [22] on 2021-11-28 with the NCBI Type-Strain Report, https://ftp .ncbi .
nlm .nih .gov /genomes /ASSEMBLY _REPORTS/ on 2021-11-29, WGS, https://www .ncbi .nlm .nih .gov /genbank /wgs/ on 2021-11-23, 
and StrainInfo [55] on 2013-10-20. Custom parsers are maintained for each data source and require adjustments as source formats 
evolve.

Input data was categorized into 13 vertex types as shown in Table 1 and denoted in fixed width font in this description. The 
StrainSelect data model follows the common data types created as information is generated. An institute generates and assembles 
sequencing reads from an isolated strain into contiguous DNA sequences (contig) identified by GenBank accession numbers and 
4

can encode a single gene, as in the case of the 16S rRNA gene (g16), or encode many genes when assembled from of a whole 
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genome shotgun read library. These shotgun projects are registered at NCBI and assigned a 4 or 6 letter string that becomes the 
master prefix (wgs_master_pre) for all the project’s contigs. A set of one or more contigs representing a genome assembly 
effort is distributed from GenBank (gb_assembly) and if the set meets certain quality thresholds for completeness and purity will 
additionally be distributed from RefSeq (rs_assembly). When KEGG or PATRIC annotate an assembly, they re-distribute the data 
and StrainSelect includes those vertices as kegg_genome or patric_genome, respectively. If BioCyc creates a specially formatted 
database from an assembly for interactive pathway analyses, then a biocyc_pgdb vertex was included. StrainInfo recognized that 
one strain can exist as cultures at multiple institutes and established separate culture identifiers for each (si_culture_id) and 
a list of the disseminated cultures from the same strain defines the si_grouping_id. Bio-resource centers (BRCs), sometimes 
known as culture collections, will receive live strains then store, propagate and ship the strains under their own catalog numbers 
(brc_cat_id). The GOLD organism identifier was captured as gold_org. The gss vertex type was established for both human-

and machine-readable processes and encodes the genus-species-strain concatenation, as described below.

4.3. Genus-species-strain vertices

Due to differing database entry conventions, strains have been dubbed with slight variations in the formatting of character 
strings for genus, species and strain names. For example, one strain classified within the species Comamonas terrigena can 
be found as “R. Hugh 247”, “R.Hugh 247”, and “R Hugh 247”. To prevent the creation of multiple vertices that are only 
slight deviations in string content, all alphabetical characters are converted to lowercase and each series of non-alpha-numeric 
characters are converted to a single period. Thus, the genus-species-strain (gss) vertex in each of these cases would be 
unified to “comamonas.terrigena.r.hugh.247”. Since this same strain has also been referenced as “Vron 31”, a distinct vertex of 
“comamonas.terrigena.vron.31” is also included. To avoid insufficient vertex name complexity resulting from this process, a gss
vertex was not formed when less than three words were available for the concatenation or when the gss would be less than 10 
characters thereafter.

4.4. Genome assembly quality control

Genome assemblies in RefSeq are assumed to be more reliable than those only in GenBank since, as the documentation at 
https://www .ncbi .nlm .nih .gov /assembly /help /anomnotrefseq attests, each has at least one copy of a 16S rRNA gene and are not 
contaminated with DNA sequence from multiple strains. StrainSelect further scans the set of contigs of each RefSeq assembly using 
profile hidden Markov models (HMMs) with nhmmer [58]) to obtain the count, lengths, coordinates and taxonomic domains of 
origin for the 16S and 23S rRNA genes. In total, 250,511 RefSeq assemblies were processed and 4,882 (1.9%) were rejected due to 
rRNA genes found from more than one domain within the same assembly, suggesting contamination. In other words, after discarding 
potentially problematic genomes StrainSelect provided 98.1% coverage of RefSeq. Surprisingly, in 5,723 (2.3%) RefSeq assemblies 
nhmmer failed to find any archaeal nor bacterial rRNA and in 25,938 (10.4%) when a 16S rRNA gene was encountered it was 
incomplete (under 1,250 nt where ~1,500 nt is expected) or it contained over 1% non-ACGT characters. These assemblies were still 
retained as vertices but their 16S rRNA genes were not.

4.5. 16S rRNA gene assembly quality control

An NCBI search for 16S rRNA genes ≥1250 nt that were derived from isolated strains and not from clones, unculturable materials, 
nor PCR libraries resulted in 511,858 records. These records are of the type contig in the StrainSelect graph schema since they are 
contiguous DNA sequences. Contigs can exist independent from or belonging to one genome assembly. All contigs were processed by 
nhmmer (described above) to reject those with regions from more than one taxonomic domain or containing under 1,250 nt matching 
the 16S rRNA gene model or if that span contained over 1% non-ACGT characters. In total 11,279 were rejected, which resulted in 
500,579 contigs remaining. A separate vertex was formed from each 16S rRNA gene instance within each contig totaling 917,079

g16 type vertices. Although many 16S rRNA gene sequences are identical across genome assemblies [44], no sequence dereplication 
was applied at this step.

4.6. Graph composition, component discovery, and component filtering

All vertices resulting from parsing input records and filtering sequence data were loaded into the network-based data management 
software package, iGraph, https://igraph .org [10], with each having exactly one vertex “type” attribute from Table 1. Graph 
edges, where each edge is a link between exactly two vertices were defined by an equality represented by an input data source 
or from the HMM analysis. As an example of vertices connected by edges consider the case in Fig. 2. Parsing data from GOLD 
equated Alistipes senegalensis JC50 [36] (vertex(id=alistipes.senegalensis.jc50, type=gss)) to the organism identifier Go0014227 
(vertex(id=Go0014227, type=gold_org)). Identifying a 16S rRNA gene (vertex(id=g16_0018901, type=g16)) spanning positions 
4 to 1528 within the sequence NZ_CAHI01000040 (vertex(id=NZ_CAHI01000040, type=contig)) established an edge. Since this

contig was from the set of contigs defining one RefSeq genome assembly (vertex(id=GCF_000312145, type=rs_assembly)) 
submitted in 2012, an edge was established for this relationship, as well. Fig. 2 displays how these edges and others connect 
all the monikers for this strain. The graph integration of information reveals that RefSeq genome assembly GCF_000312145 was 
5

derived from alistipes.senegalensis.jc50 which is available for procurement at two different BRCs and under another synonym, 
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Fig. 2. An exemplary subgraph of the vertices comprising one strain, StrainSelectID t__117676. This subgraph is a disjointed component within the entire knowledge 
graph and connects vertices of various types shown by color. All data, although distributed from different sources such as NCBI, KEGG, BioCyc. Patric, and GOLD, was 
derived from an isolate originally named Alistipes senegalensis str. jc50 which is available for procurement at two different BRCs (blue). The subgraph conveys that 
two high quality 16S rRNA genes (grey) are available for this strain, one from a RefSeq genome assembly (brown) containing a contig (pink) encoding a 16S rRNA 
gene (grey) and the other is independent of a genome assembly project but was deposited as contig JF824804 (pink).

alistipes.senegalensis.csur.p150. The GOLD organism identifier is attached to the gb_assembly and wgs_master_pre. Also notice 
that two contigs carry high quality 16S rRNA genes, one as described above from a multigene contig and the other from a single 
gene contig, (vertex(id=JF824804, type=contig)), submitted to NCBI in 2011. For a more complex example see Sup. Fig. 1.

The entire graph was initialized with 8,412,126 vertices connected by 7,603,203 edges. Vertices with degree=0, in other words 
vertices with zero edges, were dropped leaving 8,339,151. These vertices are not useful for our purpose since they represent an 
assembly without a name for the isolate nor a BRC entry or these vertices are cultures in a BRC with no public sequence data 
available. The remaining graph was decomposed into components, where one component was a connected sub-graph of vertices that 
is disjointed from any other sub-graph.

Components removed were those encompassing zero gss vertices or zero g16 and rs_assembly vertices, a condition formalized 
in Eq. (1).

∑
(𝑉𝑔𝑠𝑠) = 0 ∨

∑
(𝑉𝑔16 + 𝑉𝑟𝑠_𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑙𝑦) = 0 (1)

Each of the 681,087 remaining components defined exactly one StrainSelect strain and each strain was assigned an integer 
identifier prefixed with a t__. For example, the single component in Fig. 2 is StrainSelect strain t__117676 and a vertex-rich 
component in Sup. Fig. 1 is StrainSelect strain t__47740. The single lowercase letter plus two underscores prefix format [34] was 
popularized when integrated into the Greengenes database [12] to disambiguate which taxonomic rank was referenced by a term 
(for example, p__Firmicutes, c__Bacilli, o__Staphylococcales, as the phylum, class and order names, respectively). Since s__ is already 
the prefix for species rank, t__ was used for the strain rank prefix. This final graph of 4,002,309 vertices and 4,380,302 edges 
in 681,087 strain components can be obtained in a single R iGraph formatted file as StrainSelect_iGraph.rds or in two tsv files 
StrainSelect_vertices.tab.txt and StrainSelect_edges.tab.txt.

The component-producing procedure did not presume nor constrain that each rs_assembly should belong to a different strain 
and therefore revealed that 10,043 strains have more than one high-quality assembly (Fig. 3) and, surprisingly, 19 strains have 
over 25. The general membership of vertex types among components was examined with multiple intersection analysis [9] in 
Fig. 4. Components containing brc_cat_id, rs_assembly, g16 and a gss vertices represent a large proportion of all components. 
Components containing g16, gss and brc_cat_id vertices without rs_assembly vertices were the most common. Overall, RefSeq 
only covers 36% of the strains in StrainSelect since most strains do not yet have high quality assemblies publicly available.

4.7. Taxonomy adaptation

The opportunity to apply a single taxonomic ontology to all the sequence records in StrainSelect to create a single ontology to 
encompass both the 16S rRNA genes and the genome assemblies was challenging. Some strains are missing either a high-quality 16S 
6

rRNA gene or a genome assembly, while others have multiples of each. In the StrainSelect schema, a contig belongs to exactly one 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of strains binned by count of available 16S rRNA gene records (g16) or RefSeq genome assembly (rs_assembly) records derived from the strain. 
Most strains have less than 25 of either type but a minority of strains have over 100 of these vertex types suggesting many technical replicates exist in the public 
databases.

Fig. 4. Component counts based on presence or absence of four types of vertices. For the majority of strains, names and 16S rRNA genes are known but they have not 
been deposited in a BRC nor has a genome assembly been entered into RefSeq.

strain and a strain can belong to only one species, therefore the StrainSelect taxonomy is the first, to our knowledge, to ensure that

contigs from the same strain do not end up in different taxonomic lineages. GTDB was conscripted as the base taxonomy because it 
has balanced traditional microbiological nomenclature with modern tree construction based on similarity across multiple genes [42]

and has placed the majority of the RefSeq assemblies into categories from domain to species. The adaptation of GTDB taxonomy to 
satisfy the schema constraints of StrainSelect was accomplished for 236,992 strains as described below.

In a first step, taxon names in GTDB that are not in Latin form but instead take a variety of formats as placeholder strings used 
until agreement in the nomenclatural literature emerges, were identified. To these, StrainSelect assigned a consistently formatted 
provisional identifier using the characters “PROV” for reliable machine reading/parsing. For instance, the name “s__PROV_95247” 
7

indicates a species level taxon without a formal Latin name.
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Fig. 5. Example of species placements of 16S rRNA genes from one bootstrap cycle within one family. In the Anaerotignaceae family, the DNA sequence distance matrix 
between the known high-quality 16S rRNA genes is partitioned around medoids (PAM) and visualized with t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (TSNE). Each 
point represents one 16S rRNA gene and the symbol represents their membership to one of six species before the initiation of the bootstrapping process. In this family, 
four formally and two provisionally (PROV) named species were available. After partitioning, the majority species within each partition is determined as represented 
by the color. The points highlighted with white circles are 16S rRNA genes that were affixed with new species names in this cycle. One gene within s__PROV_231201 
(inverted triangle) was affixed with the species name s__Anaerotignum__lactatifermentans (blue) and two genes within s__Anaerotignum__neopropionicum (plus symbol) 
were affixed with the species name s__Anaerotignum__propionicum. After 100 cycles, only PROV assignments were adjusted in the final taxonomy when >50% of the 
bootstrap cycles were concordant. Also noteworthy are the three genes from s__PROV_231201 (inverted triangles) separated on both axes indicating, at least in one 
bootstrap cycle comparing these 16S rRNA genes, the instability of this taxon group.

A GTDB taxonomic placement was available for at least one genome assembly from 185,872 strains. Because the StrainSelect data 
model recognizes that some strains have replicate genome assemblies, we had to examine if GTDB had placed replicates in different 
lineages. We found, for small percentage (429 strains, 0.2%), the replicate assemblies were spread into more than one GTDB species. 
The discordance was minor. For example, two assemblies from one strain, t__104183, were placed by GTDB in distinct but sister 
species, GCF_001490875 in Listeria monocytogenes and GCF_001711055 in Listeria monocytogenes_B. Of the 185,443 strains without 
this discrepancy, 165,904 have one or more 16S rRNA genes, useful for anchor points for taxonomic estimation where only a 16S 
rRNA gene is available without a RefSeq genome assembly.

To classify all the BRC deposited strains not yet placed into a single GTDB lineage but with available 16S rRNA genes, the 
kmer-based sintax algorithm of usearch [18] was applied to each 16S sequence to make an initial placement for each gene. For 
strains with multiple 16S rRNA genes split to multiple species placements due to dissimilarities, preference was given for the 
Latin-named, non-provisional species placement with the greatest sintax confidence score and that preferred species was applied 
to all 16S rRNA genes of that strain. To test the stability of these initial strain-to-species memberships, 100 bootstrap cycles were 
performed where each 16S gene was compared against up to 200 randomly chosen intrafamily 16S genes and one randomly chosen 
16S gene from a near-neighbor taxon outside the family (out-group). A multiple sequence alignment was solved by muscle [17], the 
hamming symmetric distance matrix [23] was calculated then partitioned by pamk, https://CRAN .R -project .org /package =fpc [24]

as visualized with t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (TSNE) in Fig. 5. Partitions were created purely from the distance 
matrix without any added parameters for mutational rates nor tree-constructions since phylogeny was not the objective. Each gene 
in each bootstrap was affixed with the species name that comprised the majority of its partition. The percentage of bootstrap cycles 
where a gene was affixed to the same species was the gene-to-species bootstrap support score.

To then summarize the support from all genes from a strain, the strain-to-species bootstrap support score was the average observed 
among its 16S genes. Bootstrap support varied among strains and was compared against attributes of genome assemblies reported 
by GTDB. An inverse correlation (p < 1e-90) between bootstrap support and various metrics of genome size, G+C percentage and 
contamination was observed (Fig. 6, Sup. Fig. 3).

All strains originally placed in provisionally-named species but whose bootstrap support was >50% for an alternate species were 
re-assigned. Of the 429 strains with GTDB discrepancies described above, 211 had 16S rRNA genes available and were placed into 
a single species using this same method. In total, 236,992 strains were placed into a structured taxonomy with specific ranks from 
domain to strain.

4.8. Knowledge graph quality control

To verify the reliability of the final information linkage within the StrainSelect graph it was compared to pre-existing knowledge. 
Two highly dissimilar sources of pre-existing knowledge were used in the comparisons: NCBI’s Prokaryote Type Strain Report (PTSR) 
and previously reported sequence similarity within taxonomic boundaries. The PTSR contains a map between brc_cat_ids that 
are replicate cultures of the same strain and one or more of the synonymous gss names. In this file was 9,267 edges between

brc_cat_id and gss vertices and 8,953 of those edges have vertices that met all criteria for StrainSelect inclusion (96.6% coverage). 
If the construction of the StrainSelect graph introduced errant linkages, we should find cases where the two vertices connected by 
8

these 8,953 PTSR edges ended-up in different StrainSelectIDs as different strains. We observed zero of these errors. Thus, based 

https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=fpc
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Fig. 6. Bootstrap support for species assignments from 16S rRNA analysis inversely correlates with assembly contamination. For 161,094 strains, all three of the 
following were available: RefSeq assemblies, GTDB-reported assembly contamination and 16S rRNA genes. Where multiple assemblies for a strain were available, the 
mean assembly contamination was calculated. A significant inverse relationship (Spearman correlation coefficient = -0.16, p<1e-90) between the magnitude of a 
strain’s genome assembly contamination and the likelihood that the strain’s 16S rRNA genes come from the same species was observed.

Fig. 7. Distribution of pairwise identities between genome assemblies within the same species (intraspecies) and within the same strain (intrastrain). Displayed are 
the observations from a set 80,741 assemblies within 75,894 strains from 5,436 species. Assemblies were compared pairwise for their average nucleotide identity 
(ANI). 75% of ANIs between assemblies from the same species but from different strains were greater than 96.9% (dashed line) while 75% of intrastrain ANIs was 
greater than 99.4% (dotted line).

on the PTSR comparison, the StrainSelect database includes nearly all type strains and, when passing all filters, reliably connects 
synonymous information into the same component.

The second comparison of the final graph to pre-existing knowledge was based on DNA sequence comparisons. Since the vertices 
of the knowledge graph are not connected by edges defined by genome sequence identity, the validity of components was evaluated 
by this metric as a post hoc analysis. If a meaningful demarcation among strains existed in the graph, we would expect the majority 
of components with more than one assembly to have low DNA divergence between those assemblies explained by technical variation 
expected when independent institutes sequence the same strain. Conversely, if the graph-building methods resulted in a poor-quality 
over-connected graph generating components that unintentionally merged assemblies derived from different strains, we would 
expect high divergence among intracomponent assemblies. To test this, a sampling of 80,741 assemblies within 75,894 strains 
from 5,436 species where >2 and <700 intraspecies genome assemblies were available were compared with FastANI [26] to 
determine the average nucleotide identity (ANI). Limiting the sampling to species with under 700 assemblies held-out species within 
Escherichia and Shigella which contain large numbers of assemblies with species boundaries under debate for likely reorganization 
[25] but included well-studied species such as Yersinia pestis, Haemophilus influenzae, and Bacillus subtilis. In previously published 
observations, intraspecies ANI among genome assembles is typically >95% [26,31,43]. Since strains are a finer taxonomy rank than 
species, we expected that most intrastrain ANIs should be at least this high. We observed that of the 3,621 strains investigated, only 
264 (7.3%) contained a pair of assemblies <95% ANI, indicating that nearly all components had avoided over-merging vertices 
9

belonging to different species. This analysis also allowed a systematic estimate, for the first time to our knowledge, of the technical 
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variation observed among assemblies from the same strain to be approximately 0.6% (Fig. 7). Consequently, we determined the 
distributions of intraspecies identities without the bias of repetitive intrastrain comparisons in Fig. 7 and observed an intraspecies 
ANI of >96.9%.

To identify hub vertices potentially over-connecting genome assemblies that do not belong to the same strain, the betweenness 
centrality for each vertex (𝐵𝐶𝑉 ) was calculated to find the vertices acting as frequent bridges between divergent assemblies <95% 
ANI within the same component. Eq. (2) defines 𝐵𝐶𝑉 where 𝑃𝑆 is the number of possible shortest paths from one rs_assembly to 
another and 𝑃𝑉 are the count of those paths passing through vertex, 𝑉 .

𝐵𝐶𝑉 =
𝑃𝑉∑

𝑖=1
(1∕𝑃𝑠) (2)

The vertex types accumulating the greatest 𝐵𝐶𝑉 were gss and brc_cat_id indicating that genome assemblies submitted to NCBI 
that share a genus-species-strain name and/or a BRC catalog identifier can, in rare cases, have divergent DNA sequence contigs. As 
a case study, we investigated the vertex with the greatest 𝐵𝐶𝑉 , the gss vertex, serratia.marcescens.cdc.813.60 from strain t__19847. 
This hub is perhaps reflective of the experimental design (NCBI BioProject: PRJEB40306) to produce many assemblies from isolates 
generated by thermal mutagenesis of a culture grown from ATCC 13880. In this case, it is not obvious that all these assemblies 
are still representative of a single strain even though the annotations attached to the assemblies asserted that they were. For all 
264 strains containing divergent genome assemblies (<95% ANI), the strain was removed from the set of strains with taxonomy 
placements although it remains in the graph. This results in 236,992 strains with taxonomy placements of which 219,349 strains 
(92.6%) have ≥1 genome assembly and 217,454 strains (91.8%) have ≥1 16S rRNA gene.

4.9. Reduced MinHash and fasta files

Although all the DNA sequence data encompassed by StrainSelect can be downloaded from NCBI, we have provided users 
with reduced dimensionality reference files for taxonomic classification of shotgun metagenomic reads in sourmash’s MinHash 
sketch format [45] with parameters -k 51 –scaled 5000. Sketches were attempted for 219,349 strains but 166 of these strains 
were omitted as only deprecated RefSeq assemblies were available. Of the remaining 219,183 strains, the single assembly with the 
lowest GTDB-reported contamination was included to represent the strain. The sum of contigs from all these assemblies is 873 Gb 
but after sketch formatting, aggregation, and compression all signatures fit into one 5.3 Gb file. The StrainSelect21_README.txt 
file accompanying the downloadable sourmash reference file contains example commands to assist informatitians in building 
computational pipelines.

A 16S rRNA gene reference fasta file was prepared using sintax-formatted taxonomy headers containing only intrastrain 
dereplicated sequences meaning that g16 sequences which are an exact sub-sequence within another from the same strain were 
not included in the file. After compression the final file is 61 Mb in size and contains 333,204 16S rRNA gene sequences from 
217,454 strains preserving intrastrain diversity helpful for training classifiers.

5. Discussion

The conceptual approach of connecting synonymous monikers for each strain sourced from a variety of data sources was 
overall successful and produced a knowledge graph with a variety of utility. It allowed us to run component discovery to find 
the boundaries around the data records pertaining to each of 681,087 strains. It facilitated calculations of betweenness centrality 
to prioritize, for manual inspection, the hub vertices potentially over-connecting identifiers, such as in Serratia marcescens. With 
the graph we could connect known 16S rRNA records and genome assemblies for each strain and discover cases where technical 
replicates are available. This empowered dissimilarity analysis among replicate genome assemblies and bootstrap support scoring 
for the taxonomic placement of species using 16S rRNA genes. Overall, we found the graph methodology to be appropriate for this 
application and able to cover a large portion of the graph with a structured taxonomy. Surprises that were encountered during 
the database build are worth consideration as they have implications on the future of microbial genomics and the adept usage of 
StrainSelect.

5.1. On graph methodological validation

There is a valid concern that bioinformatic creation of mega-graphs from public resources can over-connect information that 
domain experts would find disagreeable. For examples of problematic false or spurious edges in the domain of protein-protein 
interaction graphs see López et al. [33]. Since we combined large quantities of relationships from multiple public sources we benefited 
from a emphpost hoc test to measure the frequency of improbable connections, namely genome assemblies connected within the same 
strain but with divergence beyond what is likely from technical variation. We demonstrated that the StrainSelect graph building 
method defined reasonable boundaries between strains by component decomposition and revealed intracomponent (intrastrain) ANI 
was over 99.6% for 75% of the comparisons. In a second test of component integrity, we verified that 96.6% of type strain synonyms 
published by NCBI were included in StrainSelect and of those none were improperly separated into different components by any 
methodological step in the graph construction method. These observations, one using sequence comparison method independent of 
how StrainSelect constructed and the other using a knowledge preservation test reveals minor limitations of StrainSelect but provides 
10

evidence that the components, which are simply groups of data and monikers from a single strain, are generally reliable.
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5.2. On comprehensive taxonomy

In building the taxonomic ontology for StrainSelect, we valued the work of Greengenes which implemented consistent data 
filtering, DNA similarity based taxa and consistent machine-friendly taxonomic ranks for all tree leaves and, even more so, GTDB 
which has carried the burden of balancing traditional microbiological taxonomic nomenclature with hierarchical incongruities 
revealed in multi-gene tree construction. Therefore, the basic ontology for StrainSelect will be familiar to users of either. Only 
429 strains had multiple assemblies split between different GTDB species and those were either resolved to a single species based on 
the 16S rRNA genes (211 strains) or withheld from the structured taxonomy. Thus, 99.8% agreement exists between GTDB taxonomy 
and StrainSelect. The larger future endeavor will be to incorporate into the taxonomy the over 400,000 strains known only by a gss
name and a 16S rRNA gene (Fig. 4). In the current version, these strains were left out of the taxonomy but with the steady reduction 
in DNA sequencing costs many of these strains’ genomes are likely to become publicly available. The group of over 17,000 strains 
with 16S rRNA genes as well as cultures deposited at a BRC but without a RefSeq assembly (Fig. 4) are possibly queued for laboratory 
or bioinformatics progression for eventual broadcast via RefSeq. It’s likely that at any point in time there will be a set of strains at 
this stage and StrainSelect includes them to build a more comprehensive taxonomy based on available 16S rRNA genes. Overall, the 
taxonomy includes 236,992 strains of which 219,349 (92.6%) have a genome assembly and 217,454 (91.8%) have a 16S rRNA gene. 
We expect both of these percentages to increase in future versions.

5.3. On implications for the field of microbial genomics

As a by-product of constructing this database and overcoming challenges in DNA sequence contamination, clandestine technical 
replicate records, and incorrect metadata, we formed some remarks on the general state of the field.

In this work 1.9% of RefSeq assemblies were eliminated from entering the knowledge graph due to interdomain contamination 
which means we were more permissive compared to EMBL’s estimate that 5.2% of RefSeq genomes are impure [41]. EMBL may 
be correct because even after our RefSeq filter, we observed that even minor genome assembly contamination levels (Fig. 6) were 
inversely correlated to the bootstrap confidence of a strain’s placement into a species. These observations are unsettling to the 
assumption that RefSeq is a pristine reference database for any genomics inquiry. It holds valuable data and has been a dependable 
resource with consistent availability for international collaborative research. But, until sequencing facilities or RefSeq editors can 
optimize the identification and elimination of contaminant contig regions, users should be aware that taxonomic placement, and 
more broadly, phylogenetic conclusions are subject to improvements.

Since duplicates and redundant information exist in biological databases, any database maintainer should assist their users by 
documenting how these cases are identified and handled. The presence of duplicate sequence records in bioinformatics reference 
databases creates inefficiency in computational search load, and in the assessment of the results of a search [8]. Most users would 
agree that clear duplicates, for instance an assembly from the same strain sequenced once at one institute but deposited at NCBI twice 
under different accession identifiers ought to be removed. But these types of duplicates don’t appear to be the problem. Instead, we 
counted that for 10,043 strains submitters created genome assemblies from the same strain in different sequencing projects usually 
at different institutes. Whether these repeats produced slightly different results or identical results, these data observations should 
be made public to enable measurements of technical variation, for instance, but should be clearly labeled as such. Since NCBI does 
not attempt this after genome submissions but instead allows rich metadata to accompany a submission [20], it is up to the user to 
either determine from the metadata which assemblies are technical replicates and which are from distinct strains or to use a resource 
such as StrainSelect. In the StrainSelect graph, our findings of technical replicates derived from the same strain are documented and 
all are labeled with the same StrainSelectID.

Despite the capacity for NCBI data contributors to include metadata to describe one or a collection of assemblies, we uncovered 
a problem in naming isolates created from a mutagenesis experiment (NCBI BioProject: PRJEB40306) by re-applying the same name 
as the origin (parental) strain. This led to a graph component connecting a set of assemblies that were <95% ANI. Thus, it is 
recommended in these cases if a mutagen was applied and the genome content changed then the new isolate should be given a 
separate name from the parent strain. Otherwise the mutant genome assemblies would be assumed to be taken from a single strain 
and the casual data consumer would attribute divergence to technical artifacts/errors instead of the intentional experimental design.

We observed a genetic discontinuity between strains (Fig. 7) at 99.4% ANI. We contemplated an interassembly ANI exceeding this 
threshold as an edge in the graph construction process in future versions of StrainSelect. To add these ANI-based edges would result 
in fewer overall components but would merge genetic information where subject matter experts would keep them discriminated 
due to critical genes. For example, strains within the pathogenic species Corynebacterium bovis such as t__915 (synonyms: str. DSM 
20582, str. Evans, str. CIP 54-80T, and 14 others) and t__254639 (synonym: str. MI 82-1021) have >99.7% ANI but have dissimilar 
virulence genes [7] warranting their distinction. Future research could involve weighting edges more when direct culture sharing is 
known and less if ANI is the only connection, then implementing a more sophisticated component boundary definition that would 
resolve a set of training cases such as within C. bovis, but in the current version no ANI edges were created in the knowledge graph.

5.4. On future directions for StrainSelect

In addition to potential future improvements in leveraging ANI, we also foresee opportunities in leveraging MAGs and consensus 
assemblies. It’s conceivable that identical MAGs will be observed in multiple biospecimens as is suggested by a clinical study where 
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>50% of a MAG can be >99.999% similar in two different stool samples [40]. Once metagenomic technology advances to enable 
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entire MAGs to be found as nearly identical in among biospecimens, and the recurring MAGs are dissimilar to known isolates then 
StrainSelect should recognize them as yet-to-be-isolated strains. In the meantime, if a research team has ample resources to culture 
isolates matching MAGs from their metagenomic sequencing, then the isolates and corresponding genome assemblies should be 
submitted to NCBI and BRCs, respectively, to increase the diversity available.

As the number of MAGs and assemblies grow, the number of strains with technical replicate assemblies will also grow. In our 
current build, when technical replicates were found, we selected the least contaminated for inclusion in the MinHash (sourmash) 
database. Alternatively, one could create a single consensus assembly before the MinHash is derived. A potential tool to implement 
this process would be Trycycler [59] although in its current implementation requires subjective steps in post-processing, or polishing, 
which would introduce a non-reproducible step in the StrainSelect build. Once a validated automated process is available, StrainSelect 
will likely focus MinHashes to regions harmonious across technical replicates.

5.5. On usage of StrainSelect

The first published usage of StrainSelect was described for organizing raw fecal 16S rRNA gene sequencing data to identify 
a composite biomarker for colorectal cancer [51]. In the manuscript, binning the reads by unique matches to one strain, where 
possible, was compared to binning the reads by a popular operational taxonomic unit (OTU) method. The StrainSelect method 
produced biomarkers that outperformed the OTU method in accurately classifying patients. Other notable examples are the use 
of StrainSelect to pinpoint the strains phagocytized by specific macrophage types in Crohn’s Disease patients [50], and to enable 
a strain-level meta-analysis across 21 Inflammatory Disease datasets [46] and across 10 Autism Spectrum Disorder data sets 
[57].

With the description of StrainSelect herein, biologists can now choose to organize microbiome profiling data from shotgun 
or amplicon techniques for strain-level analyses. Compared to shotgun metagenomic laboratory techniques, it is expected that a 
fewer number of individual strains will be uniquely detected from short 16S rRNA gene amplicons covering only 1 or 2 of the 9 
hyper-variable regions of the 16S rRNA gene [28]. The short NGS reads covering 1 or 2 hyper-variable regions of the gene often 
align equally well to sequences from multiple taxa [27], limiting the ability to pinpoint specific strains. Longer amplicons that span 
all 9 regions [15] are preferable and can be assessed by Sanger sequencing, probe arrays such as the PhyloChip [11] and now also 
possible with long read high-throughput sequencing [28]. As with all bioinformatic sequence reference databases, as knowledge 
of new strains expands, we expect two changes to previously published shotgun metagenomic and 16S rRNA amplicon findings. 
First, additional reads from the raw data will match to the newly isolated and sequenced strains and, second, some reads that 
were perceived as evidence of unique strain hits in the past will be determined to be non-unique in the future. Data platforms 
will need to be developed that can easily remap all public raw data into strain bins in a cost-effective manner with each update 
of StrainSelect. These platforms will need stable funding and resources since the growth of this data is not exhibiting deceleration 
(Fig. 1).

6. Conclusion

StrainSelect is a reference database of archaeal and bacterial genomic identifiers organized by strain (see Graphical abstract for 
a visual summary). StrainSelect assigns a consistently formatted identifier for known strains that have been isolated and have had 
their genome assembled or at least their 16S rRNA gene assembled and shared publicly. StrainSelect has three important properties. 
First, the database appropriately labels each contig and genome assembly by the strain of origin carefully avoiding conflation of 
genome assemblies as strains and in doing so identified over 10,000 strains with at least two technical replicate assemblies. Second, 
each strain is mapped to the bio-resource centers where the live strain can be procured if extant. Third, a single comprehensive 
domain to strain taxonomic ontology is included integrating both 16S rRNA genes and genome assemblies as points of reference so 
meta-analysis sourced from both technologies are possible. StrainSelect, with 681,087 strains demarcated, is the largest collection 
of its kind. The database can be inspected in graph or tabular formats in its entirety allowing mapping between StrainSelect strain 
identifiers, genome assemblies, 16S rRNA genes, international bio-resource center catalog identifiers for strain procurement, and 
genome function-focused databases.

With the StrainSelect foundation, research teams can annotate microbial community data into strain-level biomarkers, accelerate 
translational research after biomarker discovery into in vivo laboratory experiments with those strains to establish causality and 
confirm findings with meta-analyses across a growing public data warehouse containing 16S rRNA and shotgun metagenomics data.

StrainSelect database is available for download at http://strainselect .secondgenome .com.
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